
Update on STEM Land in Isai Ambalam School

1. Education By Design on Taj Mahal:
The children took up and Education by Design (a process of setting goals of a product and creating 
it and learning in the process) project on the Taj Mahal. The project started by gathering information
on how, where, when, whom,.. the monument was constructed, while doing so the children engaged 
themselves in using the internet for this information. They were satisfied with what they had 
gathered and even had a discussion regarding the urban legends associated with the Taj. As part of 
their final presentation they took up the task of constructing a model of the Taj Mahal. They had 
split into two groups of 4 (boys and girls mixed). The first group had started to build a clay model, 
and second group decided to make Taj Mahal with card board and paper mache. The students tried 
to optimize clay in the dome and it kept collapsing and finally both groups got together and built 
one structure out of paper mache.
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   Final model they used for their presentations.

 2. STEM Land inauguration at IsaiAmbalam school :

We inaugurated the STEM land at IsaiAmbalam school on 1st March 2016. This is our second 
STEM Land. We started the event with a short powerful speech by all of us (Arun, Bala, Naveen, 
Prathap, Sanjeev, Sundar and Vaidegi) and then Subash - Isai Ambalam Head Master, Kavitha - 
IsaiAmbalam Coordinator and Sanjeev lighted the Kuthu Velakku as the sign of STEM Land 
openning.

     

Some children set up stalls on Strategic games, some on puzzles, some used Electronic circuits to 
turn on the led. Some made Soap Bubbles using Aravindh Kupta materials, Some children used 
Fraction kits to demonstrate the mathematical concepts (like fraction, angles, percentage), two of 
them used Denies cubes to play with simple algebraic equations, One used Rubiks cube.
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We invited many guests and they had a good time with the children at the stalls. Elder children from
Udavi school came and interacted with the younger children at Isai Ambalam and inspired them. All
the guests also learnt some thing from the children. 

3.Setting up STEM Land and Playing Games:

We have iron cupboards in the STEM Land and each cupboard has a different sections like 
Electronics  sections, Games  sections, Montessori materials . All the sections are labelled properly. 
Since we work with younger graders we labelled all the materials and marked a place for the each 
material to go. Children took responsibility to take care of the materials and each group took one 
cupboard as their responsibility. Each shelves have a register note in which they check out the 
materials before using them and they check in after using them. There are separate plastic boxes to 
keep the electronic components separately. Stock checking was easy.
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4. Engaging with students at STEM Land

7th Graders of Isai Ambalam School:

We started an electronics class and the student learnt how to glow LED with the control of a switch.
The students were able to do the circuit. At first they connected the circuit without a switch. After 
that they used switch and controlled the LED. They don't know anything about electronics and 
through this process they learnt about resistor, LED, switch and battery. Using these components 
they learnt how to connect the circuit on the bread board. When they got their circuits to work they 
were very happy and excited. They wanted to use these idea in their project and explain it to  
younger children.

 

 

 

In STEM Land students learnt about soldering. I taught to solder a battery connector to 7th students 
with a male male connector so that it can be used in a bread board. Then they were able to use the 
battery connector to connect with a 7 segment display. They came to know about pin details of 7 
segment display. They learnt to connect a 7 segment display and they came to know about types of 
7 segment display.  Then they were able to light their names using the 7 segment display.
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6. Pre Amp:

In Stem land I was trying to repair a preamp which was not working. I opened it and I tried to find 
the problem. The problem was that the circuit wasn't connected properly. I made the connection. 
The preamp needs an Ac input 9 V and 1A transformer. We bought the transformer and made a 
cover for the transformer in the Stem land with the 3D printer. The green box was made by 3D 
printer. Now the preamp works. And we gave the  preamp to the person who took it to the STEM 
Land and he was very happy when it was working.
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7. Savarayalu School:

From STEM Land I went to Savarayalu Girls Higher Secondary government school. There we 
taught them how to use Scratch. We took many sessions for them to be familiar with Scratch. We 
took session how to draw different shapes. We took a session to build a Maze game using Scratch. 
The students were seeing the pie-chart program which were made by Udavi school students. 
Savarayalu students were trying to make their own pie-chart for their hobbies, homeworks and for 
sports and for school timetables.
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8.EBD on water:

We started this project because there were no water in Isai Ambalam school for one week in Jan and
Feb and it made the children keen on understanding the problem. Through that students wanted to 
check how much rain fall that they receive on the school building per year. So we decided to find 
the area of that building. Deoyani the soil scientist who came to Isai Ambalam school to teach the 
student how much rainfall does the school receive annually. So we started with measure the 5th and 
6th class to fin the area of the building. We converted meters in to centimeter so that the students 
were able to draw it on their graph sheets. The students were excited and energetic to measure the 
building. Each student got chance to measure the building. finally after measuring the building they 
started to find the area and it was 199 meter square. Then they calculated that they receive 238800 
liters per year from that building. It was an interesting activity. Deoyani's activities are in this link 
https://anntara9.wordpress.com
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Pond 

9. Building a pond with Isai Ambalam children:

During break time and lunch time 3rd, 4th  and 5th graders were trying to build a pond. So they were 
digging when ever they had time. Finally they finished digging and they wanted to build with 
cement and bricks. So with the students we went and bought 200 bricks and 8 bags of cement. 
While building the pond student learnt about ratio while mixing the sand and cement together. They
also learnt about conversions like centimetre to metre. They also learnt how to prevent cracks by 
using mesh. They learnt volume of the cement bag. We spent 3 to 4 evenings to build that pond and 
2 Saturdays to complete the pond. Children felt happy when they finished the pond work. We didn’t
want the leaves to fall in the pond so tied a net above the pond.  The elder children also estimated 
the volume of the pond which was a somewhat irregular structure and quite a challenge.
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